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At a glance:
The college was founded in 2006 in Westminster.
We offer a range of part-time courses, including CertHE, BA, Graduate Diploma (with
vocational options for Church Planting & Leadership or Student Ministry), and MA.
We deliver our courses via a combination of teaching at Residentials and at local
learning centres (Hubs).
Our modules are taught by expert academic practitioners who are actively involved in
ministry, mission, and business.
Our courses are delivered in partnership with the local church.
Students receive validated qualifications from the University of Chester upon completion.
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\ ra-di-kəl \ adjective
1 : of, relating to, or proceeding
from a root
2 : of or relating to the origin
: FUNDAMENTAL
3 : very different from the
usual or traditional
4 slang : EXCELLENT, COOL

\ ,rē-i-’ma-jən \ verb
: to imagine again or anew
especially : to form a new
conception of : RE-CREATE
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Reimagine the ancient paths for a radical future

\ ‘ān(t)-shənt \ adjective
1 : having existed many years
2 : of or relating to a remote
period, to a time early in history, or to those living in such a
period or time
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Merriam-Webster Dictionary online: merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

From the Principal:
We have been living in strange times recently, with many people feeling
the strain of the hardships that Covid-19 brought into our lives. In many ways
though, this has become an ideal time for people to strengthen their faith through
learning. It is a good time to study, to engage with the Scriptures at a deeper level, to learn
how the church through the ages has coped and even thrived through times of hardship,
and to establish in our own minds what we believe and why.
WTC provides the perfect learning environment for these times. We have a flexible learning
model with expert teaching that fits around people’s busy lives. Students will feel connected
when they meet together face to face at the Residentials and also in their local Hubs.
Studying with us means learning with lecturers who not only put Jesus at the centre, but
also provide a theological context and framework for the work and gifts of the Spirit, and we
provide an exciting and dynamic learning experience. Students deepen their faith, grow in
knowledge of the Scriptures, gain fresh confidence in God, and are equipped for leadership,
effective discipleship, and Spirit-empowered mission in all spheres of life.
Come and join us!

Lucy Peppiatt, PhD
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Why study with us?

WTC offers the
opportunity for you
to study deep theology
taught by academics who
live out their faith and bring
theology and Scripture to
life in ways that are
transformational.
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You study
where you are,
in community,
without the isolation of distance
learning.

WTC’s
courses are
all university
validated.

WTC offers a
range of part-time
courses designed to
fit around busy lives.
Whatever your circumstances, our courses
are designed
for you.

WTC is for anyone wanting to dig deeper into the Bible and theology, grow
in their faith, and become equipped for life, leadership, and mission in an
environment that is open to the person, gifts, and work of the Holy Spirit.
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What do our students say?
“WTC has changed my life in so many ways... I grew up where education wasn’t for us
as a family and WTC has opened a way for education to be a part of me and it’s absolutely transforming. I’d recommend it to everybody!”

Jayne Olley

BA Student - Cambridge Hub

“Before I started with WTC, I felt that the questions I had about faith and God and
the Bible were barriers in my relationship with God. But since coming to WTC and
studying theology, I’ve realised that my questions aren’t barriers but they’re opportunities for
me to grow personally and in my relationship with God.”

Ryan Galpin
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BA Student - Hampshire Hub

“I have had the amazing privilege of being a student at WTC... I am finding that the
content of the courses is really helpful for my everyday life; for vision casting for our
missional community and what it looks like to be a modern-day Christian in our everyday
world. The Kingdom Theology GradDip gave me a really good grounding in my spiritual formation
personally in my life and my leadership journey... I’ve loved my time at WTC.”

Karen Tullett

GradDip CPL Student - Scotland Hub

“Over the years of studying with WTC, I have seen a significant transformation in
the way I deliver my ministry. I think WTC has gone a long way in helping me to see
how the Bible brings to life situations that I face every day and how I can lean on the Bible.”

Andrew Junaid BA Alumnus - South London Hub
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Why Kingdom theology
theology??
We offer degrees in Kingdom Theology because at the heart of our study is the belief that Jesus
came proclaiming the good news of the Kingdom of God. Through his life, death, and resurrection,
he has brought the reality of the Kingdom to this world.
Our study of theology means engaging with a Kingdom that is powerful and transformative. God’s
Kingdom means hope for humanity and the earth in salvation, healing, freedom from oppression,
reconciliation in relationships, joy, peace, creativity, and untold blessing. The Kingdom touches all
aspects of life, and invites us to reimagine our life, work, and mission.

Building local learning communities (Hubs)
with partner churches and Ashburnham
Place who share our vision to resource their
regions through the study of academic
theology.
Freeing lecturers and students to respond
to the work of the Spirit in the classroom
with prayer, worship, and ministry that
connects theology with real life.
Blending face-to-face and video-conferenced teaching in a community context.
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Two 4-5 day residential blocks in a central UK
location that take place in early September and
early January.
Local weekly Hub evenings for CertHE, BA,
and GradDip programmes that include time
for lectures, tutorials, discussion, and worship.
Three teaching Saturdays in the Hub for our
standard MA students in place of Hub evenings
(Flexi-MA students do not attend teaching
Saturdays, but receive the same teaching after
the event).

Residentials

50%

In-person teaching in a classroom setting.

50%

Hubs
Local learning communities.

All Students
come together
annually for
two 4-5 day
Residentials.

Our flexible teaching model...

Academic
delivery:
video
conference
teaching &
pre-recorded
lectures.
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Hub Locations
WTC delivers its courses
throughout the UK in learning and worshipping
communities at various locations called Hubs, so you stay local
to where you already live.
Hubs meet on either Monday or Tuesday evenings from 6-10pm
for 22 weeks per year.*
* MA Programme meets 3 Saturdays per year. For residential and Hub-specific dates please see our website:
wtctheology.org.uk

Each Hub has a Hub Director who is responsible for facilitating the creation of a
worshipping and learning community, as well as offering pastoral care for students.
Face-to-face and video-conferenced teaching occur in a community context.
Time and space is given to discuss the issues arising in the teaching.
Meaningful relationships are formed with fellow students.
Vision takes root and is prayed into action.
If you would like to study at WTC but do not have a Hub near you, please contact us: registrar@wtctheology.org.uk
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Our Faculty
Freddy
Hedley, PhD C.
Director of UnderGraduate Studies,
Old Testament

Lucy
Peppiatt, PhD
Principal,
Systematic
Theology

Adesola
Akala, PhD
New Testament

Ben
Blackwell, PhD
New Testament

Amy Brown
Hughes, PhD
Church History

Alison Blacklee
Whittall, MA
Research Methods
& Study Skills

Bosco
Bangura, PhD
Missiology

Timothy
Burr
Spiritual
Formation

Our expert faculty integrates
academic theology with daily life, work, and mission.
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Rev Joshua
Cockayne, PhD
Student Ministry

Rev Kate
Coleman, PhD
Spiritual Formation & Leadership

Rev Nick
Crawley, MA
Spiritual
Formation

Rev Anthony
Delaney
Church Planting
& Leadership

Rev Bob
Ekblad, PhD
Missions &
Social Justice

Alain
Emerson, MDiv
Ecclesiology

Canon Andrew
Goddard, PhD
Christian Ethics

Peter
Hartwig, MPhil
Theological
Anthropology

Nick
Hoult, MA
Missiology
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More Faculty
Jasper
Knecht, PhD

Bev
Murrill, MA
Leadership

New Testament

Tamara
Knudson, MLitt
Old Testament

Roger
Mitchell, PhD
Political Theology
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Jason
Myers, PhD
Galatians &
New Testament

Andrew
Parker, PhD
Professional
Formation

Ruth
Perrin, PhD
Church &
Student Culture

Annalisa Philips
Wilson, PhD
New Testament

Tobias Siegenthaler, MLitt
New Testament
& Mission

Chloe
Swart, PhD C.
Student Mission

Christina
Walker, MA
Communication

Aaron
White, MA
Biblical Justice

Joanna
Williamson, DMin
Spiritual
Formation

At WTC, we’ve worked hard
to reimagine the classroom
experience around our vision
to bring together the best of
academic scholarship and the
vibrant life of the Spirit.
Our classes are places of theological depth and invitation
for the Spirit, and our teachers
are there to help you make the
connection between all of life
and the Kingdom of God.

Steve
Watts, PhD
Church History

Our faculty are actively serving
on the frontlines of ministry and mission around the world.
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Undergraduate Courses & Modules

LEVEL 4

This 2-year part-time certificate* is open to everyone** and specifically designed for
those who want to go deeper in their faith or be equipped for transformational service
and leadership. This is the ideal first step into theology with a focus on scripture, leadership,
spiritual formation, and mission. It also acts as an introduction to further study with us at a higher level.
YEAR 1

YEAR 2

• Exploring the Old Testament Story

• Faith Seeking Understanding

• The New Testament Journey

• Classics of Christian Spirituality

• Theological Foundations for Spiritual Formation

• Charismatic and Social Prophetic Practices

• The Drama of Doctrine

• Spiritual Formation in Practice

* A one year Church Universities’ Certificate is available for interns and others unable to study for two years.
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**Subject to entry requirements.

LEVELS 4-6

The part-time BA(Hons) degree offers a comprehensive and engaging study programme, designed for anyone seeking breadth and depth in their theological understanding. The creative and challenging range of modules on the BA will introduce you to
cutting edge practices in mission and ministry, and to the riches of the Bible and church history.
YEARS 1-2

YEARS 3-4

YEARS 5-6

• Exploring the Old Testament

• The Gospel of John

• The New Testament Journey

• The History of the Reformation

• Christology:
Ancient and Modern

• Theological Foundations for
Spiritual Formation

• The Bible & Intertextuality

• The Drama of Doctrine

• Women in the Old Testament

• Faith Seeking Understanding
• Classics of Christian Spirituality

• Peace & the Politics of Jesus
• On Being Truly Human

• Charismatic and Social
Prophetic Practices

• Lift Up Your Voice: Prophetic Ministry in Scripture, Church, and Society

• Spiritual Formation
in Practice

• Core Communication Skills in
the Practice of Preaching

• Research Methods
• Galatians: Text and Theology
• Ethics & the Old Testament
• Advanced Introduction to
Biblical Hebrew
• The History of
Christian Spirituality
• Dissertation

Optional Modules (choose one)
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Undergraduate Courses & Modules

LEVEL 6

The 2-year part-time Graduate Diploma offers study of the major theological disciplines, including biblical studies, church history, spirituality, Christian doctrine, and
leadership. This course is designed to equip those who already hold degrees in subjects
other than theology for Spirit-empowered life, leadership, and mission. All our GradDip courses
are equivalent to the final year of a first degree (they are NOT postgraduate level) and act as
an entry qualification for postgraduate study on the MA programme.
YEARS 1-2*
• Introduction to Old Testament Studies
• Discovering the New Testament
• On the Incarnation
• Christology in Context
• Graduate Theological Foundations for Spiritual Formation

• Reading the Gospels: Scripture and
Our Mission to the World
• The History of Christian Spirituality
• Advanced Introduction to
Biblical Hebrew

• Transformational Leadership
(Optional Modules: Choose 2 of 3)
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*A one year Graduate Certificate is available for interns and others unable to study for two years.

Vocational
The Graduate Diploma in
Kingdom Theology & Student
Ministry is designed for men
and women involved in student
ministry through the local church
or those with a call into student ministry. This
GradDip is for graduates (in subjects other than
theology) and acts as an entry qualification for
the MA in Kingdom Theology.

The Graduate Diploma in
Church Planting and Leadership (CPL) offers a unique programme designed specifically for
church leaders and church planters.
The CPL programme is not denominationally specific, enabling it to draw more widely
from a network of movements in the UK who
share WTC’s vision and values, and practise a
range of ecclesiologies and missiologies in small,
medium, or large church plants.

YEARS 1-2

YEARS 1-2

• Introduction to Old Testament Studies

• Spiritual Formation for Church Planting & Leadership

• Church and Student Culture

• Introduction to Old Testament Studies

• Discovering the New Testament

• Discovering the New Testament

• On the Incarnation

• On the Incarnation

• Christology in Context

• Christology in Context

• Mature Student Ministry

• Shapes of the Church: Past, Present, Future

• Catalysing Spiritual Formation

• Missiologies in the Power of the Spirit

• Student Mission

• Professional Formation

• Professional Formation

Developed & delivered in collaboration with:
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Postgraduate Courses & Modules

LEVEL 7

The part-time MA, which can be studied over 3-4 years, gives students the opportunity to explore the deep riches of biblical studies, systematic theology, Christian history,
ethics, the contemporary church, and life in the Spirit. The MA course and our Flexi-MA have
a distinct emphasis on the relevance of theology for all spheres of life. All students (except for the PGDip) write a dissertation in their final year to complete this post-graduate programme.
Option 1: Taught modules taken over 2 Years
+ Dissertation in third year

Option 2: Taught modules taken over 3 Years
+ Dissertation in fourth year

YEAR 1:

YEAR 1:

• Reading the Old Testament for the Church

• Reading the Old Testament for the Church

• Luke and Acts

• Persecution to Empire: Theology, Culture,
and Politics in Early Christianity

• Persecution to Empire: Theology, Culture,
and Politics in Early Christianity

YEAR 2:

• Christian Ethics for Discipleship and Witness

• God through the Ages

• Luke and Acts

• Christian Ethics for Discipleship and Witness

YEAR 3:

• Paul and the Spirit
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YEAR 2:

• God through the Ages
• Paul and the Spirit

Don’t live near a Hub? Explore the
WTC’s part-time flexible MA is for those unable to join our Hub communities, but
who still want to do our Masters degree. Get the best of live teaching and student community
through our two 4-5 day residentials, and maximum flexibility through online learning. The FlexiMA includes the same great course content as the Hub-based MA programme.
• Open to anyone with the right to reside in the UK,
• Access library resources at nearest Hub, WTC central office, and online,
• MA students may switch between the Flexi-MA and the Hub-based MA between
academic years.
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Endorsements
“WTC brings theology where it needs to be – in reach of every believer, in the midst
of a worshipping community, and in the context of everyday life (not just activities
that take place in church buildings). Everyone we’ve sent from our local church onto
a WTC course has grown in faith and passion, with a renewed and clarified sense of calling for
their own life. This is a model of theological equipping that really works.”

Rev Paul Harcourt

New Wine National Leader, WTC Hub Church Leader

“WTC presents theology as a relevant, integral, and transformational part of everyday, Holy Spirit-inspired life and work. Not only does WTC take a creative and innovative approach to theological education, but it also makes theology accessible to those who
wouldn’t or couldn’t normally consider engaging with it.”

Rev Kate Coleman, PhD
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Founder and Co-Director, Next Leadership

“As someone who leads a Christian charity, I wholeheartedly endorse WTC. The college brings a real blend of academic and prophetic teaching to students which fully
equips them for the reality of ministry and mission. The church planting and leadership course is where the rubber really hits the road in terms of equipping the church for some
of today’s real challenges.”

Debra Green

R.O.C. Founder & Leader

“The shape of theological education and leadership development in the Church
is changing dramatically. I’ve spent plenty of time looking for quality training
providers who can meet our contemporary training needs, and am very impressed
with WTC. I’m regularly recommending WTC to leaders who come to me for advice and we
are seeing that the WTC degree courses can provide a key piece to the Leadership Pathway
we are developing.”

Roger Ellis

24-7 Prayer’s International Training and Development Director;
			founder of Fusion and Revelation Church
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Free online theology
wtctheology.org.uk/wtcresource
WTC Resource includes short video and audio courses* on the Bible and theology,
podcasts, booklets, and more top quality material from WTC’s expert faculty.
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Spiritually
Formed

Consuming Fire

God with us

This 6-session online course looks
at the biblical and theological
foundations for pathways of
spiritual formation, and considers
specific ways that we can deepen
our relationship with God.

This course looks at divine presence in the Bible and shows how
it still matters, since it is the same
accounts of divine presence in
the Old Testament that the New
Testament uses to explain Jesus.

This 5-session course takes you
first through the biblical witness
to the centrality of the Holy Spirit
in the Christian life and then to
explore what this means for us as
individuals and as a church.

by Matt Lynch

by Lucy Peppiatt

* These courses are not validated by the University of Chester and are available for free due to the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic.

What do I do next?
Have a look at our Hub-based local events (wtctheology.org.uk/events).
Email either the Director of Undergraduate Sudies (UG@wtctheology.org.uk)
or the Director of Postgraduate Studies (PG@wtctheology.org.uk) for a chat.
Please do contact our central office if you have any questions regarding fees, course
commitment, bursaries, or anything else: 030 0040 6200 / registrar@wtctheology.org.uk.
Apply for a validated course: wtctheology.org.uk/apply

wtctheology.org.uk

wtctheology.org.uk

@wtctheology

info@wtctheology.org.uk
+44 (0)30 0040 6200

OUR COURSES
ARE VALIDATED BY:

